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We report a broadband polarization-independent perfect absorber with wide-angle near unity absorbance
in the visible regime. Our structure is composed of an array of thin Au squares separated from a continuous
Au film by a phase change material (Ge2Sb2Te5) layer. It shows that the near perfect absorbance is flat and
broad over a wide-angle incidence up to 806 for either transverse electric or magnetic polarization due to a
high imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity of Ge2Sb2Te5. The electric field, magnetic field and current
distributions in the absorber are investigated to explain the physical origin of the absorbance. Moreover, we
carried out numerical simulations to investigate the temporal variation of temperature in the Ge2Sb2Te5
layer and to show that the temperature of amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 can be raised from room temperature to.
433 K (amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition temperature) in just 0.37 ns with a low light intensity of
95 nW/mm2, owing to the enhanced broadband light absorbance through strong plasmonic resonances in
the absorber. The proposed phase-changemetamaterial provides a simple way to realize a broadband perfect
absorber in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions and is important for a number of applications
including thermally controlled photonic devices, solar energy conversion and optical data storage.
S
ince the first demonstration by Landy et al.1, metamaterial (MM) absorbers have stimulated a new research
field of clear relevance for solar energy harvesting applications2–5 due to their near unity absorbance, wide-
angle incidence and polarization independence. Besides its polarization and incident angle dependence, the
bandwidth of aMMabsorber also plays a crucial role in its design. To date, many efforts have beenmade to obtain
MM perfect absorbers at microwave1, terahertz6 and infrared frequencies7–9. As the electric and magnetic res-
onance frequencies ofMMs are determined by their geometry, theMMs are limited to a narrow frequency region.
However, a resonance response over a wide frequency range is desired for thin-film thermal emitters10, thermo
photovoltaic cells7, and plasmonic scatters11.To this end, dual-band12–14, triple-band15,16 and tunable-band17 MM
absorbers have been demonstrated. A few recent works have been presented to directly achieve a broadband
perfectMMabsorber, mostly at terahertz frequencies18–25, whereas broadbandMMperfect absorbers in the visible
regime still remain a challenge. This is because from the MMs are based on metal-dielectric-metal(MDM)
multilayers, where the pitch of the MM elements is much smaller than the resonant absorption peak wavelength
in order to prevent high order diffraction26 thus leading to an extremely small resonant element that is hard to
realize experimentally in the visible regime. Quite recently, Aydin et al.5 demonstrated an ultrathin plasmonic
super absorber consisting of a metal-dielectric-metal film with a nanostructured top silver film composed of
crossed trapezoidal arrays. Such a MM absorber has a broadband and polarization-independent resonant light
absorption over the entire visible spectrum. However, the complex nanofabrication requirements of the crossed
trapezoidal arrays may limit practical device applications.
MM absorbers consist of a triple-layer metal-dielectric-metal thin film laminate where only the topmetal layer
is patterned that serves as an electric resonator. The bottommetal layer acts as an optical mirror to eliminate the
transmittance. The coupling between two metallic layers results in magnetic resonance depending on the dielec-
tric constant of the dielectric layer27, so the dielectric material placed in between the metal layers, plays an
important role in manipulating the resonance conditions for perfect absorption. Indeed absorption is greatly
enhanced via critical coupling to a cavity resonance when the dielectric layer has a large imaginary part of the
refractive index28. Therefore, the problem of the narrow band absorption of a MM absorber can be tackled if the
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MM structural design is engineered in such a way that the middle
dielectric layer has a large imaginary part of dielectric constant over a
wide frequency range.
In this paper we combine a dual layer MM structure with the
prototypical Phase-change material (PCM), Ge2Sb2Te5, to produce
a MM absorber exhibiting a broadband near perfect absorbance in
the visible regime. The device remains highly absorbing over a wide
range of incident angles for both TE and TM polarizations. For this
study the Ge-Sb-Te system was selected as the active phase change
material because its dielectric properties possesses a large imaginary
part over the entire visible spectrum29. Most notably, Ge2Sb2Te5 is a
smart material that undergoes a thermally driven amorphous-to-
crystalline phase transition above ,433 K30,31, which takes the
material from an amorphous state to a polycrystalline cubic state.
The thermal control of the phase transition is generally achieved by
either photothermal heating or electrical Joule heating32. To date, this
phase transition has been explored for the development of novel
electronics switches33, memories34 and tunable nanostructures35–37.
However, the application of PCMs requires fast crystallization.
Crystallization times on the order of 10–100 ns and ideally less than
1 ns are necessary for non-volatile phase-change-random-access
memory (PC-RAM) to compete with the speed of volatile dynamic
random access memory38–40. This has restricted the selection of
PCMs and raises the question of how the crystallization speed be
increased. Here, we show that the proposed broadbandMetamaterial
Perfect Absorber (MMPA) can be used to increase the speed that
energy is delivered to the Ge2Sb2Te5 with a small optical injection
power of 0.03 mW focused into a spot of radius 10 mm correspond-
ing to a low intensity of 95 nW/mm2.
The crystallization rate of Ge2Sb2Te5 is fast, indeed electrical Joule
heating of phase change memory cells has shown crystallization in
just 500 ps41. However, it is difficult to deliver optical energy to
Ge2Sb2Te5 on similar time scales. Optically heating films thicker than
a few tens of nanometers results in a large temperature difference
between the film surface, where the laser radiation is focused, and the
surface that is interfaced with the substrate. If the incident laser
energy is increased too quickly, the Ge2Sb2Te5 surface is ablated or
damaged. In contrast, the MMPA structure can be used to generate
heat inside the Ge2Sb2Te5 layer and not at the surface, thus allowing
realization of optical switching at the intrinsic crystallization rate of
the Ge2Sb2Te5 material. More importantly, each state of the
Ge2Sb2Te5 is non-volatile and reversible. This implies that phase
change MMPAs have potential applications in ultra-low power con-
sumption optical switches that do not require a continuous energy
supply to maintain the state of the switch. These two features make
the PCM switch a unique category when compared with the wide
variety of other optical switches that have been proposed and
developed. Therefore, our method can potentially reduce the power
requirements for photonic devices based on a thermal phase change,
paving the way for the realization of ultrafast photothermally tunable
photonic devices. This work not only shows the potential for achiev-
ing a broadband MMPA but also extends the idea of incorporating
traditional data storage materials within the broadband MMPA.
Moreover, the proposed MMPA is developed from previously
studied photonic structures and commercial data storage devices
and as such is compatible with industrially scalable fabrication
techniques.
Figure 1 | (a)Schematic of the metamaterial absorber and the incident light polarization configuration. The thicknesses of Au squares, Ge2Sb2Te5 spacer
and Aumirror are 100 nm, 25 nm and 100 nm, respectively. The lattice constant in both x and y-directions is L5 300 nm and square dimension is dx5
dy 5 140 nm. The whole structure resides on a BK7 silica glass with 200 mm thickness. (b) Top view of the absorber. (c) Schematic of a 25 nm thick
Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer with 100 nm thick ground Au layer deposited on a BK7 silica glass. (d) Schematic of the single Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer
deposited on a BK7 silica glass.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Results
Structure and design.Ourmetamaterial absorber consists of twoAu
layers separated by a Ge2Sb2Te5 layer. Fig. 1(a)–(c) shows a
schematic drawing of the tri-layer metamaterial absorber, where
the lattice constant is L 5 300 nm, the side length of the Au
square is dx 5 dy 5 140 nm, the thickness of the top Au layer is
100 nm, the Ge2Sb2Te5 layer is 25 nm and the bottom Au layer is
100 nm in order to prevent any transmission through the structure42.
A single unit can be treated as an optical resonator. The unit cells are
periodically arranged to form a two-dimensional square lattice in
both the x and y directions. Furthermore, the thick Au bottom
layer also interacts with the upper Au squares to give rise to a close
loop of displacement current (JD) and localizes the electromagnetic
(EM) field within the Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer. The whole structure
resides on a 200 mmthick BK7 glass. Au is selected as themetal due to
its stability and low ohmic loss. The geometry of the Au pattern and
the thickness of the sandwich layers that vitally affect the dipolar
resonances have been chosen to allow for both impedance
matching and strong absorbance, whilst the square shaped upper
Au layer is expected to provide polarization independent excitation
of the resonances43. For comparison, a 25 nm thick Ge2Sb2Te5
dielectric layer with 100 nm thick ground Au layer and a single
25 nm thick Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer are also shown in Fig. 1(c)
and (d) respectively. The simulation is performed by commercial
software COMSOL, which is based on the Finite Element Method
(FEM). The dielectric properties of Au as given by Johnson&Christy
are used44. All the structures are excited by a source with awavelength
range from 420 to 1220 nm, propagating along the negative z
direction with the E field polarized in the x direction as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The light source has a repetition rate, fr5 25 kHz and pulse
duration of 0.25 ns. The light fluence illuminating the sample from a
single pulse is written as45
Fl(r)~
2P0
pw2fr
exp( 2r
2
w2
) ð1Þ
where P05 0.03 mW is the total power of the injection light, r is the
distance from the beam center, w5 10 mm is Gaussian beam waist.
Scattering boundary conditions are applied in the z direction and
periodic boundaries are used for a unit cell in the x-y plane. The
frequency dependent reflectance R(v) and transmittance T(v)
were abstained from the S-parameters in the simulation package
and the absorbance, A(v), was calculated as A(v) 5 1 2 T(v) 2
R(v)9.
Optical properties of Ge2Sb2Te5. The real, e1(v) and imaginary,
e2(v) parts of the dielectric function of Ge2Sb2Te5 in the
amorphous phase are obtained from the experimental data in Ref.
29 and for the entire visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral ranges
the dielectric function is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the dielectric
constant of Ge2Sb2Te5 is very dispersive and has a large imaginary
part indicating a high absorption coefficient. Thereby replacing the
dielectric spacer with Ge2Sb2Te5 in MDM-MM absorber could
enable broadband absorption.
Simulated optical properties of the broadband metamaterial
perfect absorber. Firstly, we optimize the MMPA at normally
incident TE (or TM) plane waves as shown in Fig. 1. The simu-
lated reflectance R(v) 5 jrj2 and absorbance A(v) of the MMPA,
an amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer with ground Au layer, and
monolithic Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer at normal incidence are
presented in Fig. 3, where r is the complex reflection coefficient. As
can be seen, the MMPA possesses a low reflectance owing to impe-
dance matching to the vacuum, leading to a strong absorbance over
the entire visible region. However, the single amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5
Figure 2 | Dielectric constant (a) e1(v) vs wavelength, (b) e2(v) vs wavelength for amorphous phase of Ge2Sb2Te5 [see reference 29].
Figure 3 | 3D- FEM simulation of spectrum of (a) reflectance, (b) absorbance for the MMPA, Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer with ground Au layer, and
single Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer at normal incidence.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 4 | (a) Three dimensional schematic view of theMMPA showing the cross section planeb along x-z plane. (b) Three dimensional schematic view of
theMMPA showing the cross section plane a along x-y plane at the top Au/bottomGe2Sb2Te5 interface. (c) Total electric field intensity distribution along
the b plane for the MMPA at l15 610 nm. (d) The distributions of total magnetic field intensity distribution and displacement current (JD) along the b
plane for the MMPA at l1 5 610 nm. (e) Total magnetic field intensity distribution in a plane for the MMPA at l1 5 610 nm. (f) Total electric field
intensity distribution along the b plane for the MMPA at l2 5 870 nm. (g) The distributions of total magnetic field intensity distribution and
displacement current (JD) along the b plane for the MMPA at l25 870 nm. (h) Total magnetic field intensity distribution in a plane for the MMPA at
l2 5 870 nm.
Figure 5 | 3D- FEM simulation of angular dispersions of the absorbance peaks (a) for amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 at TE polarization, (b) for amorphous
Ge2Sb2Te5 at TM polarization.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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film possesses the highest reflectance and lowest absorbance among
the different structures due to the absence of the metal layers. In the
MMPA, it is clear that a wide band near-perfect absorption around
670 nm is obtained with the absorbance of 96.8% at l1 5 610 nm
and 96.2% at l2 5 870 nm. These two resonances are expected to
account for this wide band near-perfect absorbance7,46.
As stated previously, the top Au square array is responsible for
electric dipolar resonances while the back Au layer is mainly used for
creating magnetic dipolar resonances between the two metallic
layers. Therefore, to gain insight on the localized surface plasmon
resonance and the effect of Ge2Sb2Te5 in broadening the absorbance
spectrum, we calculate the electromagnetic near-field distribution at
normal incidence. Fig. 4 shows the field distributions and JD for the
maximum absorbance of 0.968 at l1 5 610 nm and 0.962 at l2 5
870 nm for theMMPA. In the pattern, the white arrows represent JD
whereas the color represents the magnitude of the electromagnetic
field intensities.
The total electric field intensity distribution associated with A(v)
5 0.968 at l15 610 nm for the amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 along a cross-
section plane, b (as indicated in Fig. 4(a)) is shown in Fig. 4(c). It
clearly shows that the electric field is mostly concentrated in the
amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 layer to excite the electric resonance
moments. In Fig. 4(d), it shows that the total magnetic field intensity,
along the b plane is also strongly localized in the amorphous
Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer. This is caused by the anti-parallel JD
(shown as the white arrows in Fig. 4(d)) creating a loop between
the Au square rods array and the bottom Au film17. These loops in
Figure 6 | 3D-FEM simulation of total magnetic field distribution for TM polarization at (a) h 5 06, (b) h 5 306, (c) h 5 606, (d) h 5 806; For TE
polarization at (e) h 5 06, (f) h 5 306, (g) h 5 606, (h) h 5 806 where l1 5 610 nm.
Table 1 | Material thermal properties used in the Heat transfer
model
Special heat
capacity
Cs(J/(kg?K))
Density
r(kg/m3) Thermal conductivity k(W/(m?k))
gold 129[50] 19300[50] 317(bulk)[50], 182(thickness 5
100 nm)[50]
GST 220[49] 6150[49] Temperature dependence[49]
silica 741[45] 2200[45] 1[45]
air 1[45] 353½K
T
[45] 0.03[45]
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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JD give rise to artificial magnetic dipole moments that interact
strongly with the incident magnetic field. Therefore, our structure
provides a simultaneous excitation of electric and magnetic reso-
nances to enhance the localized electromagnetic fields47. In
Fig. 4(e), we depict the H field intensity in the interface plane of
the top Au layer and Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer, shown as the a plane
in Fig. 4(b). It can be seen that the H field intensity is stronger in the
centre of the unit cell indicating the strong magnetic dipolar
moments formed between the Au square rods array and the bottom
Au film5. In Figs. 4(f)–4(h), we show the total electric field, magnetic
field, and JD, respectively, associated with A(v) 5 0.962 at l2 5
870 nm. As can be seen, the field maps of the structure are similar
with the ones at l1 5 610 nm, which implies that the electrical
resonant dipole and magnetic resonant dipole can also be simulta-
neously excited to create a strong absorbance.
Ideally, the absorbance of the perfect absorber should be maintained
at a large incidence angle and not depend on the light polarization5.
Thus, Fig. 5 presents the absorbance as a function of wavelength and
angle of incidence, where (a)–(b) show the absorbance for TE and TM
polarization in the MMPA with an amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric
layer and the incident angle (hi) is varied in 1u steps from 0u to 80u. A
broadband absorbance remains around 0.45 even at incident angle of
80u for TE polarization and 0.55 at 80u for TM polarization over the
entire visible and NIR regimes. As can be seen, the increased hi results
in an increment of absorbance below 450 nm, which is around the
plasma frequency of bulk Au. With the higher angles of incidence, the
path length of light in the nanostructures becomes longer, thus leading
to a stronger absorbance of the light5. However, at longer wavelength,
increasing hi leads to decreased absorbance. This is because the mag-
netic fields at large incident angles are confined less efficiently in the
Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer than at normal incidence, hence leading to a
weaker magnetic dipolar resonance9 as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 5, note
that there is a good spectral overlap between the absorbance for TE
and TM polarizations. Thus, the proposed broadband MMPA is
polarization-independent over a wide range of incident angles across
the visible and NIR frequency regions.
Further simulations were performed to study the relationship
between the absorbance, the strength of the magnetic resonance at
different oblique angles of the incidence. In Fig. 6, the total magnetic
field intensity distributions at l15 610 nm are investigated. It can be
seen that the absorber maintains the localized magnetic field intens-
ity thus the orientation of the magnetic resonant dipole at large
Figure 7 | (a) 3D-FEM simulation of heat power irradiating on the MMPA (solid line), a 25 nm thick amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer with
100 nm thick ground Au layer (dashed line), and 25 nm thick monolithic amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 layer located at the beam center (dotted line), (b)
Temperature during one pulse of amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 layer in theMMPA (solid line), Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer with groundAu layer (dashed line),
single Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer (dotted line).
Figure 8 | The cross section view of the unit cell of the (a) MMPA, (b) Ge2Sb2Te5 layer with Au layer, (c) Monolithic Ge2Sb2Te5 layer, where the color
indicates the temperature distribution and the arrows indicate the heat flux at 0.37 ns.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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incident angles. In particular, the localized magnetic field intensity
for TMpolarization shown in Fig. 6(a)–(d) is confinedmore strongly
than for TE polarization shown in Fig. 6(e)–(h) at different incident
angles. This is because the direction of the magnetic field of TM
polarized light does not change significantly with incident angles
and it can efficiently drive the current loop at all incident angles.
Conversely, for the TE polarization, the magnetic field drives the
circulating currents less efficiently at large angles48.
Fast phase transition of the Ge2Sb2Te5 in themetamaterial perfect
absorber. The absorption of electromagnetic radiation in MMPA is
mainly due to losses in the dielectric interlayer. Therefore Ge2Sb2Te5
is very promising and gives rise to a high and flat broadband
absorbance due to its large imaginary part of the dielectric
constant over the entire visible range. This strong absorbance
allows rapid heating of the Ge2Sb2Te5 at visible wavelengths thus
leading to a fast phase transition of the Ge2Sb2Te5 layer from the
amorphous to crystalline state. To show this, a heat transfer model
is used to investigate the temporal variation of temperature of
Ge2Sb2Te5 layer for different structures using the Finite Element
Method (FEM) solver within COMSOL. The material thermal
properties used for the simulation are summarized in Table 1. The
change in thermal conductivity of Ge2Sb2Te5 with the temperature is
obtained from experimental data in Ref. 49. In this simulation, the
thermal energy absorbed by one unit cell is defined as Ref. 45
Eth rð Þ~Ra|L2|Fl rð Þ ð2Þ
where L5 300 nm is the lattice constant of the metamaterials, Ra is
0.8952 for the MMPA, 0.7582 for the 25 nm thick Ge2Sb2Te5
dielectric layer with 100 nm thick ground Au layer, and 0.2797 for
the monolithic 25 nm thick Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer respectively.
Ra is derived from the overlap integral between the light source
power density spectrum and the absorbance spectrums of different
structures, shown in Fig. 3(b), in the wavelength range from 420 nm
to 1220 nm. The heat source power for different structures is then
described by
Qs(r,t)~Eth(r)
1
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
r
exp( (tt0)
2
t2
) ð3Þ
where t5 0.15 ns is the time constant of the light pulse, t05 0.3 ns is
the time delay of the pulse peak. Fig. 7(a) shows the heat source
power: Qs(r,t) for the different structures, where the structures are
located at the center of a Gaussian beam, and Fig. 7(b) shows the
comparison of temperatures in Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer for the
three structures.
In Fig. 7(b), the numerical simulation shows that the temperature
within the amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer of the MMPA is a
function of the incident radiation flux and can exceed the amorphous
to crystalline phase transition temperature of 433 K after 0.37 ns and
a maximum of 474 K after 0.56 ns for a threshold incident flux of
95 nW/mm2. Due to heat dissipation and radiation to the surround-
ings, the MMPA begins to cool after 0.56 ns before the next pulse
arrives. Eventually the temperature falls below the cubic crystal
transition temperature. We have verified that a Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric
layer with ground Au layer can also reach the cubic crystallisation
temperature of 433 K, but the time is 0.55 ns, nearly 0.18 ns longer
than the MMPA. However, a bare film of Ge2Sb2Te5 cannot obtain
433 K under the same incident flux of 95 nW/mm2. A large temper-
ature difference of 122 K at 0.56 ns between the MMPA and mono-
lithic Ge2Sb2Te5 layer is clearly shown in Fig. 7(b); thus showing the
usefulness of ametamaterial absorber for increasing the rate at which
heat is delivered to Ge2Sb2Te5. Here, we do not consider the change
in the optical properties during the phase transition of Ge2Sb2Te5.
Here, we focus on showing that theMMPA decreases the time neces-
sary to reach the amorphous to polycrystalline cubic phase transition
temperature.
The temperature distribution of the structures at 0.37 ns is shown
in Fig. 8(a), (b) and (c) respectively. One can observe that the tem-
perature within amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 dielectric layer of the MMPA
is the highest. In all of the structures, the dominant temperature
gradient is along the same direction as the incident light, indicating
that BK7 silica substrate is an effective heat sink45.
Discussion
In conclusion, we have presented a simple design of a MMPA that
shows a polarization-independent near perfect broadband absor-
bance in the visible frequency regions due to the inclusion of a thin
film of phase change material (Ge2Sb2Te5) that exhibits a large ima-
ginary part of its dielectric constant. Total E and H intensity distri-
butions have been presented to show that the electromagnetic field
can be trapped efficiently inside the absorber over a wide range of
incident angles. Furthermore, the absorbance spectra show substan-
tial overlap between TE and TM polarizations. We have also studied
the heat generation and temperature distribution within the struc-
tures, which triggers the amorphous to crystalline phase transition in
Ge2Sb2Te5 for a low light intensity of 95 nW/mm2. In contrast, the
time required to reach the amorphous to crystal phase transition
temperature of the Ge2Sb2Te5 layer with a Au ground layer
(0.55 ns) are longer than the Ge2Sb2Te5 layer in MMPA (0.37 ns)
under the same conditions of optical illumination. Therefore, such a
MMPA can be applied to achieve fast and energy efficient optical
devices based on PCMs, and can find numerous applications in
energy harvesting, biology and optical storage.
Methods
For the numerical calculations, we used the Finite Element Method by means of
COMSOL Multiphysics. The unit cell of the phase-change metamaterial is shown in
Fig. 1. The incident light is normal to the x-y plane with E field polarized in x
direction. To account for the periodic nature of the metamaterial, the model
boundary at x~+
L
2
and y~+
L
2
is set to condition of perfect electric conductor and
perfect magnetic conductor, respectively for normal incidence and Floquet boundary
condition for oblique incidence. Scattering boundary conditions are applied in the z
direction. The optical constant of gold is taken from the data of Johnson and
Christy44.The dielectric function of Ge2Sb2Te5 in different phases are obtained from
the experimental data in29.
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